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Spanish SME seeks partners to acquire and exploit their innovative

touristic solution through a financial agreement or a joint venture

Summary

Business Offer BOES20220908014Spain

PUBLISHED

Francisco BUJAN

14/09/2022

Profile type Company's country POD reference

Profile status Type of partnership Targeted countries

Contact Person Last update

Investment agreement

Commercial agreement

Term of validity

• World

8/9/2022

8/9/2023

General Information

A Basque (Spanish) creative design SME has developed an online trip planner with machine learning capabilities that

recommends users what to see and do in a city, organizing a customized and flexible visit through any device. The

company is looking for partners interested in exploiting this platform in terms of a financial agreement or a joint venture

agreement.

Tourism has been one of the most impacted sectors during pandemic. A dramatic decrease in the number of flights,

mobility restrictions imposed at all geographic levels or reduction of business trips are some of the main consequences of

the pandemic that has hit so hard this sector. The beginning of the vaccination campaign first and then the end of almost

all travelling restructions is bringing in great expectations about tourism increasing again its numbers for the coming

years in major cities worldwide. Foreseeing this tourisms’ recovery, a Basque company has developed an online trip

planner ready to be used when tourism obtains profitable rates and normality is recovered.

This planner has the following features:

• It organizes visits. Users are only required to select the city to visit between those available in the platform,

defining the arrival and departure dates. The application evaluates what to see and do on those dates and its algorithm

displays the information in order based on profiles of interests (culture, architecture, leisure, gastronomy...), opening and

closing times, time required to enjoy the activity and distance between them. The agenda generated can be further

customised by indicating the hotel and if an appointment or meeting is planned at destination. The trip can also be

customised once it has been created and access it via web with an off-line mode.

Short summary

Full description

https://een.ec.europa.eu/nexteen/network/network-directory/user-info/e5a215ab-3fb4-47dd-bf6c-017ec3d8c1f8/Francisco%20BUJAN
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• Enables visualization and easy trip management. The app displays the information on a map, indicating name

and location of the recommended activities and their time estimation. Clicking on the tabs shows more information

(description, photo, timetable, useful and contact information, queue-free ticket purchase...). To prioritise or exclude

activities from the itinerary, select the edit option, find the activity to modify using the filter and press and hold it to change

its priority. Save the changes and the platform will rearrange the activities to optimise the sightseeing route.

• Intelligent Platform. In addition to being able to customise the values of interest manually, the platform updates

them every time an activity is rated positively or negatively. The system will in doing so learn, providing even better

recommendations the next time such services will be rendered.

• Other options. The platform can also be used as a conventional guide. There is a "Cities" option where static

standardised information can be obtained about all the points of interest and activities offered by the cities. Visualising

them in list mode or by proximity to where the visitor is located. The solution has also partnered with international

websites to offer the best hotels and hostels at very competitive prices. Reservations can also be made from the

corresponding menu option.

The company is specialized in innovative designs and solutions, winning numerous awards throughout the years.

Examples of their designs are a 95% recyclable chair or the design of wall chargers for electric vehicles.

So, the company is offering the mentioned solution to a company interested in promoting and exploiting it. It would be

preferable that the company had some expertise in tourism activities or focused its business in the sector. Moreover, the

company is looking forward to reaching financial or a joint venture agreement.

Advantages and innovations

The proposed platform can be easily put into operation since its main features and hardware/software requirements are

completely in place (implemented). Its public launching will therefore require minimum adaptation effort and light

background management logic understanding on the new adopter’s (the partner sought) side. This application goes far

beyond the typical tourist book or guide that only offers static information about the city’s biggest attractions and

landmark places or its most relevant historical events. It organizes the trip’s whole schedule optimizing the time spent in

the place. Moreover, it enables constant changes in the agenda and priorities, making them fast, personalized and

simple.

Regarding potential vendors of this application (the partner sought) and their related eventual business models, this

platform maximizes the visibility of different touristic resources through the web and social networks, maintaining the

information updated (timetable changes, last time events…) and obtaining a better positioning in global search engines.

Regarding tourists (final users), the application frees them from having to consult multiple websites and also from more

tedious tasks such as scheduling visits or calculating budgets. Moreover, the company has agreements with important

companies of the touristic sector to offer different services such as hostels or restaurants in competitive prices.

Stage of development Sustainable Development goals

Available for demonstration • Goal 11: Sustainable Cities and Communities

IPR Status

Secret know-how

Partner Sought

The company is offering the mentioned solution to a company interested in promoting and exploiting it. It would be

preferable that the company had some expertise in tourism activities or focused its business in the sector. So, the partner

sought could be both a public or private entity that wants to acquire the platform, we transfer the knowledge and develop

it. Moreover, the company is looking forward for a financial or a joint venture agreement.

Expected role of the partner
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Investment agreement

Commercial agreement

• Big company

• Other

• SME 11-49

• SME 50 - 249

Type of partnership Type and size of the partner

Dissemination

Technology keywords

• 01004002 - Applications for Tourism • 07005003 - Hotels and resorts

• 07005005 - Travel agencies and services

Market keywords

Sector groups involvedTargeted countries

• World • Creative Industries

• Tourism and Cultural Heritage


